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Headlines
 22,853 flights (65% of 2019 levels) on Wed 21 July 2021, increase (+6%) over 2 weeks.

 Continued increase since the beginning of July (smoother increase compared to the jump in early July).

 Record number on 16 July with 25,182 flights (69% of 2019 levels).

 Ryanair, busiest operator, continues to add flights operating >2,000 flights per day over last week. easyJet
operated just below 900 per day since mid-July. Some operators recovered 2019-equivalent traffic volumes 
(Pegasus Airlines).

 Solid increases for busiest flows between Northern (Germany, France, UK) and Southern Europe States (Spain, 
Italy, Greece) over the last two weeks, owing to the strengthening of holiday flows (and easing of restrictions).

 Domestic flows are still dominating in terms of traffic volumes (France, Spain, Turkey), noticeable increases on 
flows between Spain and UK as well as Greece and UK.

 Domestic traffic vs 2019: Europe (-32%), US (-18%), China (+7%), Middle-East (-28%)

Traffic Situation

34% Compared to
equivalent days
in 2019
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Daily flights (including overflights)
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Traffic over the last 7 days is
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Top 10 Busiest States
on Wed 21 July 2021
(Dep/Arr flights and variation over 2 weeks)

*

*comparison with 2019 distorted as KLM lost >200 flights on this day in 2019 due to a fuel supply issue at Schiphol.



Top 10 Busiest Airports

Top 10 Airports
Average flights per day

(week 14-21/7)
Average flights per day
(week 14-21/7) vs 2019 

Amsterdam 979 -17%

IGA Istanbul Airport 927 -27%

Paris/Charles-De-Gaulle 886 -42%

Frankfurt 835 -45%

Madrid/Barajas 754 -41%

Antalya 739 -20%

Palma De Mallorca 714 -20%

Athens 650 -21%

Barcelona 627 -42%

Istanbul/Sabiha Gokcen 598 -10%

Economics
Traffic Flow

18,520
flights

+7%
over past
2 weeks

-32%
Compared

to 2019

Fuel price

188
Cents/gallon

On 21 July, the intra-European traffic flow was

compared to 191 cents/gallon
on 2 July 2021
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(16 July 2021)

Source: IATA/Platts

7-day average Dep/Arr flights on 14-21 July, compared to 2019

9%

Passengers
(1 July 2021)

3.3 million pax

-4.6 million
vs. 2019

(-58%)
Source: ACI

Market Segments

39%
Low cost Traditional Business

Aviation

44% 17%

Non-Scheduled/
Charter

12%
All Cargo

5%

On 21 Jul, compared to 2019
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Overall traffic situation at network level

22,853 flights on Wednesday

21 July.

+6% with +1,283 flights over 

2 weeks (from Wednesday 07 

July).

+6% with +1,252 flights over 

1 week (from Wednesday 14 

July). 

65% of 2019 traffic levels.
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Current traffic evolution

The traffic has clearly 
been increasing over the 
last 10 weeks with 
significant accelerations 
on 1st June and 1st July (2 
digit increases).

After having been stable 
since January at around
-64% compared to 2019, 
the traffic has now 
reached -35% over the 
last week.
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Current situation compared to the latest EUROCONTROL traffic 
scenarios

Flights at 64% on 1-21 
July 2021 compared 
to 1-21 July 2019.

This is in line with the 
latest EUROCONTROL 
traffic scenarios 
published on 1 June 
2021.
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Market Segments
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On 21 July 2021, compared to
2019:

All-cargo and  Business Aviation 
are the only segments above 
2019 levels with +5% and +17%
respectively. 

Charter decreased to -12% and is 
catching up since early June.

Traditional and Low-Cost have 
consistently increased over the 
last month, with low-cost (-39%) 
now outpacing Traditional (-44%) 
vs 2019. 
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Aircraft operators (Daily flights)

Top 10 Positive change in the ranking
over 2 weeks for easyJet.

2-digit increase (over 2 weeks) 
for half of the top 10 airlines.

Highest increase over 2 weeks 
for easyJet (+29%), owing to 
important increases on flows 
between Spain and UK and 
domestic flows in UK.

Ryanair is the 1st airline 
adding the highest number of 
flights to the network (+364) 
with 1/3 due to increases on 
flows between Spain and UK.

Pegasus has now caught up 
with 2019 flight volumes

(Note: comparison with 2019 distorted for KLM as 
they lost >200 flights on this day in 2019 due to a 
fuel supply issue at Schiphol).
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Aircraft operators (Daily flights)

Top 40 – Latest operations

Highest increase for easyJet (+29%), Swiss (+23%), Ryanair (+22%), Binter Canarias
(+21%), TUI Group (+19%) and Wizz Air (+17%).

Ryanair 1st, easyJet 4th, British Airways 18th, Air France 3rd, Lufthansa 5th.

Traffic levels ranging from -74% (British Airways) to +2% (Pegasus) compared to 2019.
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Aircraft operators
Latest news
European airlines

Aegean Airlines plans to operate 75-85% of pre-coronavirus capacity
during Q3 2021.

Air France-KLM Group issues a procurement tender for 160
narrowbody aircraft; European capacity for July/August expected at
70-80% of 2019 while long-haul is projected at 60%; expecting 6 A220s
to be delivered this year with 14/15 more in 2022.

Finnair reports June passenger numbers down 90.8% on 2019, with a
load factor of 34.7%; net loss for H1 2021 of €120 million.

Italia Trasporto Aereo is reported to be inheriting 43% of Alitalia’s slots
at Fiumicino and 85% at Linate when it commences services on 15
October.

Lufthansa Group issues two €500 million tranches of bonds at coupons
of 2% (2024) and 3.5% (2029).

Royal Air Maroc launching 11 routes to Europe and increasing the
frequency of 10 others.

Ryanair plans to operate more than 100/50 weekly frequencies from
Gdansk/Poznan this summer, including 5/4 new services respectively;
plans to recruit 2,000 pilots over the next three years.

SAS – state funding of approx. €300 million approved by European
Commission.

SWISS receives first delivery of 460 tonnes of own-sourced SAF.
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Air China reports June passenger numbers of 6.3 million, 31.6% down
on June 2019 (dom. -15.8%, internat. -98.3%, region. -79.5%).

American Airlines reports around 2.7 million passengers over the
Independence Day weekend (1-5 July); expects net loss of $1-1.2 billion
in Q2 2021.

China Eastern Airlines Group reports June passenger numbers of 8.0
million, 25.2% down on June 2019 (dom. -9.6%, internat.
-98.4%, region. -90.7%).

China Southern Airlines Group reports June passenger numbers of 8.5
million, 30.0% down on June 2019 (dom. -18.0%, internat.
-96.7%, region. -91.2%).

flydubai reduces its order for 737 Max aircraft by 65.

Malaysia Airlines to drop A380s from fleet.

South African Airways to reach agreement with union to reduce pilot
numbers from 268 to 88.

Worldwide airlines

Virgin Atlantic increasing services to the Caribbean in response to
demand following easing of travel restrictions.

Turkish Airlines June passenger numbers – 3.6 million, 45% down on
2019 with a load factor of 68.3%.

Wizz Air postpones the opening of its Cardiff base until summer 2022
citing “ongoing travel restrictions and ever-changing quarantine
measures”.



States (Daily Departure/Arrival flights) 
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Top 10 2-digit increase for half of top 10 
States over 2 weeks.

Increase in the ranking over 2 
weeks for the Spain and Italy.

Highest increase for United 
Kingdom (+21%) mainly driven 
by Ryanair especially on flows 
from/to Spain, France, Greece 
(no more quarantine needed) 
and on domestic flows.

Double digit increases for Spain
(+14%), Greece (+11%), the
Netherlands (+11%) and Italy
(+10%).

Spain is the State where most
flights have been added (+464) 
over 2 weeks, closely followed by 
UK (+452).
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States (Daily Departure/Arrival flights) 
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Latest traffic situation

Strong increases for Slovakia (+39% over 2 weeks) owing to light aircraft 
operators and Ryanair, Ireland (+31%), UK (+21%), Albania (+19%) and Bulgaria
(+18%) owing to Wizz Air.

Traffic levels ranging from -64% (Finland) to +11% (Albania), compared to 2019.
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Associations, Authorities, Industry and States
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ACI World projects that airports will lose $108 billion globally by the end of 2021, less than half that expected.

CAAC reports passenger numbers in China for the first half of 2021 at 76.2% of 2019 levels.

DFS to recruit 110 ATC trainees in 2021 and 130 in 2022 in response to expected retirements.

European Commission launches ‘RefuelEU’; IATA comments that a reliance on taxation is counter-productive.

ENAC to fine airlines that charge parents/carers to sit near minors or persons with reduced mobility.

ICAO reports that 16 more states (mostly island states) are to participate in CORSIA, taking the number of
participating states to 104.
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Ireland fully operating EU Digital COVID Certificates from 19 July; Aer Lingus state their network from Dublin
and Cork covers 38 European destinations.

Canada to allow fully vaccinated travellers from the US to enter from 9 August.

Airbus reports 73 orders and 77 deliveries in June, bringing 2021 deliveries up to 297.

Boeing reports 79 deliveries in Q2, bringing 2021 deliveries up to 156; reduces 787 production rate to less than
5/month and expects to deliver fewer than half the 787s currently in inventory this year, as a result of rework
required on undelivered 787s.

H2FLY and Deutsche Aircraft to convert a Dornier 328 for hydrogen flight.
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21-07-2021 vs. 24-07-2019

-32%-58%

-23%

-56%

-31%

-41%

-46%

-52%

-43%

Traffic flows (Daily Departure/Arrival flights) 

The main traffic flow is the intra-Europe flow with 18,520 flights 
on Wednesday 21 July, which is increasing (+7%) over 2 weeks.

Intra-Europe flights are at -32% compared to 2019 while 
intercontinental flows are at -47%.
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Country pairs (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)

8 of the top 10 flows are 
domestic. 

Highest increases for  

Spain-UK (+91%), owing to 
Ryanair and to a lesser 
extent to EasyJet, British
Airways and TUI.

Germany-Spain (+10%) 
mainly due to Condor and 
TUIfly.

Domestic Norway is now in 
line with pre-COVID levels 
(2019).
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Top 10
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Country pairs (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)

Flows recording the biggest 
increases over two weeks:

• Greece-UK (+104%) owing 
to Jet2.com, British 
Airways.

• Spain-UK (+91%) mainly 
thanks to Ryanair, easyJet, 
British Airways and TUI.

• Greece-Italy (+38%) thanks 
to Aegean and easyJet for 
the main operators.
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Latest traffic situation
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USA

Outside Europe

Bookings are improving but demand for 
corporate and long-haul international air 
travel are lagging, so revenues remain well 
below 2019 levels and industry cash burn 
continues.

On 19 July, US passenger airline 
departures were 20% below 2019 levels 
with domestic down 18% and 
international down 37%. 

The domestic US load factor is close to 
pre-pandemic levels to around 89%. 

In June 2021, U.S.-International total air 
passengers* fell 61% below 2019 levels.

* Gateway-to-gateway passengers on U.S. and foreign scheduled 
and charter airlines and general aviation
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With 12,754 flights on 18 July, domestic traffic improved on 
previous weeks and recorded an increase of 7% compared to 
January 2020 levels.

International flights and overflights remain suppressed, they 
were stable on previous weeks with 1,302 and 451 flights 
respectively (-68% and -72% vs 1 Jan 2020). 

On 19 July Intra-Middle-East traffic recorded 1,992 flights 
(-28% compared to Feb 2020). 

International traffic from and to Middle-East recorded 1,670 
flights (-45% compared to Feb 2020).

Overflights recorded 317 flights (-26% compared to Feb 2020). 

Outside Europe

Middle East China
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Airports (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)

Top 10 and latest news

19

Positive change for 1 (Palma 
de Mallorca) of the top 10 
airports over last 2 weeks.

Highest increases in flights for:

• Palma de Mallorca (+20%): 
mainly Ryanair, EasyJet, light 
aircraft operators and TUI.

• Amsterdam (+10%): mainly 
KLM, easyJet and Transavia. 
Flows from to Italy, Greece, 
Spain and Turkey.

• Frankfurt (+9%) owing to 
Lufthansa, Condor and 
SunExpress.
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Airports (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)

Latest operations

Largest increase for Manchester over 2 weeks (+79%), London Stansted (+53%), 
Dublin (+28%), Ibiza (+24%), Alicante (+23%), Zurich (+22%) and Malaga (+21%).

Traffic levels ranging from -86% (Gatwick) to -17% (Amsterdam) compared to 2019.
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Latest news

Airports

Amsterdam Schiphol Airport reports June passenger numbers down 74.2% on 2019 (Europe -73.5%, 
intercontinental -75.9%).

Avinor reports June passenger numbers down 70.7% on 2019 (domestic -53.7%, international -93.2%).

Copenhagen Airport reports June passenger numbers down 82.6% on 2019 (domestic -50.6%, 
Europe -83.9%, intercontinental -86.5%)

Finavia reports June passenger numbers down 89.4% on 2019 (domestic -81.4%, international -92.2%).

Frankfurt Airport projects 100,000 passengers daily over the summer (2019 peak daily volume was greater 
than 240,000); reports June passengers at 1.8 million, 73% down on 2019.

Hong Kong Airport report for the year to end March shows passenger numbers down 98.6% and cargo 
down 2% year-on-year.

Manchester Airports Group reports loss of £374 million for the year to March 2021, with passenger 
numbers down 89%.

Manchester Airport commences operations from its new Terminal Two extension.
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Passengers

ACI recorded 3.3 million
passengers on 1 July 2021*, a 
loss of 4.6 million passengers
compared to the equivalent day 
in 2019 (i.e. -58%).

* Latest available data from ACI
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Vaccination updates
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By 19 July, half of the Member States of 
EUROCONTROL have reported that more than 40 
people (per 100 people) were fully vaccinated 
(i.e. have received 2 doses of the main vaccines). 

Nine Member States of EUROCONTROL have fully 
vaccinated less than 20 people (per 100 people).

The graph is showing data for the 41 Member and 2 Comprehensive 
Agreement States of EUROCONTROL.
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Economics
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Jet fuel prices have started to rise
since last Autumn, from around
100 cts/gal in October 2020 to
188 cts/gal on 16 July 2021.

Since May, jet fuel prices are on
the rise, adding pressure on
airlines’ costs.
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www.eurocontrol.int

To further assist you in your analysis, EUROCONTROL provides the following additional 
information on a daily basis (daily updates at approximately 7:00 CET for the first item and 
12:00 CET for the second) and every Friday for the last item:

1. EUROCONTROL Daily Traffic Variation dashboard:
www.eurocontrol.int/Economics/DailyTrafficVariation (or via the COVID-19 button on the 
top of our homepage www.eurocontrol.int) 
• This dashboard provides traffic for Day+1 for all European States; for the largest airports; 

for each Area Control Centre (ACC); and for the largest airline operators.

2. COVID Related-NOTAMS with Network Impact (i.e. summary of airspace restrictions):
https://www.public.nm.eurocontrol.int/PUBPORTAL/gateway/spec/index.html
• The Network Operations Portal (NOP) under “Latest News” is updated daily with a 

summary table of the most significant COVID-19 NOTAMs applicable at 12.00 UTC.

3. NOP Recovery Plan.
https://www.public.nm.eurocontrol.int/PUBPORTAL/gateway/spec/index.html
• This report, updated every Friday, is a special version of the Network operation Plan 

supporting aviation response to the COVID-19 Crisis. It is developed in cooperation with 
the operational stakeholders ensuring a rolling outlook.

For more information please contact aviation.intelligence@eurocontrol.int
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